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Alicia Spivey Johnson is a wife, mother and self-proclaimed “serial entrepreneur,”
Alicia Spivey Johnson was born in New York and raised in North Carolina. Upon
graduation from King College in Charlotte, NC, Alicia moved to Raleigh-Durham, a
place that would prove to be a great catalyst for her entrepreneurial spirit. Alicia
was self-aware of her outgoing and tenacious personality and decided to use
those qualities to pursue a career in sales. She ventured into direct sales with a
national cosmetic company and eventually earned a title of Directorship.
Ambitious and eager to accomplish more, Alicia went on to obtain her real
estate license from the Fonville Morisey School. Soon after, she became real
estate investor and the top real estate agent in the Raleigh-Durham area.
Today, Alicia a Real Estate Broker.

Outside of real estate, Alicia wears many more hats. She is a top
selling author of her published book entitled “Don’t Question Your Flow:
Your Mission Motivates Your Money”. Alicia is a Financial Commercial
Consultant with 26 Commercial Capital where she is a Certified Personal
and Business Credit Specialist. In the medical field, she is a Certified
Medical Billing and Coding Specialist. If that’s not enough, Alicia is also a
motivational speaker and a Mobile Electronic Notary Representative.

Alicia’s goal-oriented, no-nonsense mentality is taking her even further. She is
using her personal experiences as a multi-faceted business woman to help small
business owners secure their company’s financial stability by teaching them
about business credit and assisting them in getting funds. Alicia knows what it
means to make goals, commit and achieve. She has successfully balanced being a
wife, mother and entrepreneur and she now hopes to inspire others to balance their
personal pursuits with their family and professional lives. Alicia believes that everyone
can shine and achieve their greatest potential, and she’s wants to help.

alicia4results.com

LET US ASSIST YOU WITH
YOUR FINANCING NEEDS

26COMMERCIALCAPITAL.COM

Focus, Fitness, and Finance is a 90 day dynamic membership
program with a holistic focus on helping each member boss
up! If you are a business owner, want to improve your
personal/business credit, need business loan funding, need
business coaching or just need a business kickstart, then
this program is for you.

MONIQUE CHANTEL JOHNSON
Accountability Coach

Alicia Spivey Johnson
I have a passion for serving others, and I am thankful to have been
working as a Real Estate Advisor & Rental Specialist since 2004.
Prior to Real Estate I worked direct sales for over 10 years. I work
hard to exceed the expectations of my clients, and I understand the
importance of accessibility, strong communication, and follow-up
which has resulted in very strong relationships with all my clients.
I have lived in the Raleigh area since 1991 and
absolutely love this city and all it has to offer.
I am mother, wife and enjoy spending time
with my family and friends.
The Triangle is a wonderful place to
invest in Real Estate and with such a
high number of folks moving to this area
on a daily basis, the real estate market
here is very strong.
I am ready to assist you with your Real
Estate needs, whether it be finding a your
rental home or finding the perfect home or
investment property. I look forward to serving you!

Maximize
Your Full
Potential
We connect individuals with
exceptional providers who help
their clients manage challenges like
Depression, Anxiety, Relationship
Issues, Major Life Transitions and
much more! Having lived and learned
through professional and personal
life experiences, our team is here
to help others find their paths in a
complicated world.
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